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We demonstrate the use of trapped ytterbium ions as quantum bits for quantum information processing. We
implement fast, efficient state preparation and state detection of the first-order magnetic field-insensitive hy-
perfine levels of 171Yb+, with a measured coherence time of 2.5 s. The high efficiency and high fidelity of these
operations is accomplished through the stabilization and frequency modulation of relevant laser sources.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Ions stored in radio-frequency �rf� traps have long been
recognized as a promising implementation of quantum bits
�qubits� for quantum information processing �1,2�. This is
due in part to the long trapping lifetimes and long coherence
times of particular internal electronic states of the ions. The
ytterbium �Yb+� ion is especially attractive because the
strong 2S1/2↔ 2P1/2 electronic transition near 369.53 nm is
suitable for use with optical fibers, making schemes that re-
quire the coupling of atomic �hyperfine� qubits to photonic
�optical� qubits feasible �3–18�. Moreover, the large fine
structure splitting of Yb+ makes it amenable to schemes re-
quiring fast manipulation with broadband laser pulses
�19–22�. Finally, the spin-1/2 nucleus of 171Yb+ allows for
simple, fast, and efficient preparation and detection of the
ground state hyperfine levels.

The ytterbium ion has previously been exploited by sev-
eral groups in high-resolution spectroscopic studies �23–29�
and for applications in quantum information �30,31�. In this
paper, we report efficient preparation and measurement of a
qubit stored in the first-order magnetic field-insensitive hy-
perfine levels of the ground state of 171Yb+. The high effi-
ciency and high fidelity of these processes are achieved
through the stabilization of the relevant lasers to an absorp-
tion line of molecular iodine near 739 nm, and frequency
modulation of certain light sources. We measure the coher-
ence time of the qubit to be 2.5�3� s. In addition, we provide
improved measurements of the 2D3/2 and 3D�3 /2�1/2 hyper-
fine splittings, and the branching ratio of spontaneous emis-
sion from 2P1/2 to 2D3/2.

II. TRAPPING YTTERBIUM IONS

The ion trap employed in this experiment is a four-rod
linear rf-Paul trap �Fig. 1, inset�. The rods of the trap are
0.5 mm in diameter with a center to center spacing of
1.0 mm and end-cap spacing of 2.6 mm. The rf drive fre-
quency of the trap is �T /2�=37 MHz with center of mass
trapping frequencies of ��x ,�y ,�z� /2���1,1 ,0.2� MHz.
Residual micromotion at the rf drive frequency is analyzed
using a fluorescence cross-correlation technique �32�, and

suppressed by applying static offset voltages to the trap rods
�33�.

Ytterbium �Yb+� ions are loaded into the trap by photo-
ionization of an atomic beam of neutral Yb. A thermal beam
of Yb atoms is produced by resistively heating a stainless
steel tube filled with Yb metal, and is directed toward the
trap. A continuous-wave �cw� diode laser that provides ap-
proximately 5 mW of light at 398.91 nm is tuned to the
1S0↔ 1P1 transition of neutral Yb and is focused through the
center of the trap with a waist of �50 �m. A second beam
near 369.53 nm is generated by frequency doubling the light
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FIG. 1. Partial level scheme of Yb+ �drawn to scale�. The
2S1/2↔ 2P1/2 transition at 369.53 nm is used for Doppler-cooling
and to observe ion fluorescence. The branching ratio from 2P1/2 to
the low-lying metastable 2D3/2 state is measured to be 0.005 01�15�
�see Appendix A�. This metastable state is depopulated by light at
935.2 nm resonant with the 2D3/2↔ 3D�3 /2�1/2 transition, which
quickly returns the ion to the cooling transition �34,35�. The ion
also reaches the 2F7/2 state on the order of a few times per hour, at
which point it is returned to the cooling cycle using light near
638.6 nm. Inset: schematic of the linear rf-Paul trap used in this
experiment.
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produced by a cw amplified diode laser near 739.05 nm. Ap-
proximately 375 mW of 739.05 nm light is sent to a resonant
cavity containing a critically phase-matched lithium triborate
�LBO� crystal, producing more than 14 mW at 369.53 nm.
The majority of this light at 369.53 nm is aligned counter-
propagating to the beam at 398.91 nm, and is focused
through the trap with a waist of �30 �m. Neutral Yb atoms
passing through these beams are photoionized by way of a
resonantly assisted, dichroic, two-photon transition �31�: the
398.91 nm light excites Yb atoms from the 1S0 to the 1P1
level, from which the 369.53 nm light can promote the elec-
tron to the continuum. The neutral Yb beam is approximately
perpendicular to the 398.91 nm beam to minimize Doppler
shifts and allow for isotopically selective loading.

After photoionization of a neutral atom in the trap, the
confined Yb+ ion is Doppler cooled by the light at
369.53 nm, which is slightly red-detuned of the 2S1/2↔ 2P1/2
transition, as depicted in Fig. 1. The 2P1/2 state also decays to
the metastable 2D3/2 level, and we measure this branching
ratio to be 0.005 01�15� �see Appendix A for details�. In
order to maintain fluorescence and cooling, light at 935.2 nm
is used to drive the atom from the 2D3/2 to the 3D�3 /2�1/2
level, from which it quickly returns to the 2S1/2 ground state
�34�. An additional complication arises from the presence of
the low-lying 2F7/2 state. There are no allowed decays from
the four levels used in cooling to 2F7/2. Even so, the ion falls
into this state a few times per hour, probably due to colli-
sions with residual background gas �36,37�. Laser light near
638.6 nm depopulates the 2F7/2 level, returning the ion to the
four-level cooling cycle. Doppler cooling localizes the ion to
within the diffraction-limited resolution of our imaging op-
tics, but not to within the Lamb-Dicke limit. The mean stor-
age time of a trapped ion is several days.

Photons at 369.53 nm scattered by the ion are collected
by an objective lens with a numerical aperture of 0.27. An
aperture at the intermediate image generated by the objective
reduces observed background light. This image is re-imaged
using a doublet lens and directed to either a photon-counting
photomultiplier tube �PMT� or camera. The image provided
by the camera is used to monitor the loading process and
subsequently confirm the presence of a single Yb+ ion in the
trap. The PMT, with its higher detector efficiency, is used to
measure the ion fluorescence during state detection.

III. LASER STABILIZATION

Efficient quantum operations on Yb+ ions require that the
739.05 and 935.2 nm lasers are stable in frequency to well
within the linewidths of the respective transitions in the ex-
periment. To achieve this, the 739.05 nm laser is locked to a
passively stable reference cavity using an rf �Pound-Drever-
Hall� lock �38,39�. We then use saturated-absorption spectro-
copy of iodine to stabilize the length of the cavity to an
absolute frequency reference. Last, we lock the 935.2 nm
laser to the same cavity using a side-of-fringe technique.

The relevant optics and electronics for the rf stabilization
of the 739.05 nm laser to the cavity are shown in Fig. 2. The
current of the diode laser is weakly modulated at 120 MHz,
and approximately 120 �W of the main 739.05 nm beam is

sent to the reference cavity �40�. The cavity reflection is
measured with a radio-frequency photodiode, and the signal
is then amplified and mixed with the 120 MHz reference
oscillator. The resulting error signal is used to stabilize the
739.05 nm laser to the reference cavity by feedback control
of the laser diode current and grating angle. The cavity is
passively stable on short time scales, and for long-term sta-
bility it is locked to an absorption line of molecular iodine.

Molecular iodine is often chosen as a frequency reference
for wavelengths from the near-infrared �e.g., 830 nm �41�� to
the disassociation limit at 499.5 nm because of the density of
narrow absorption lines in this region �42,43�. These lines
can serve as excellent frequency references for laser stabili-
zation to a few parts in 10−9 or better �44�. However, in the
region applicable to Yb+ �739.05 nm� most of the lines are
weak at room temperature. In order to thermally achieve suf-
ficient population of the rovibrational levels of the molecule
that are the lower states of these �B→X� transitions, the
iodine must be heated to over 600 K �45�. In our setup, we
employ a homemade iodine vapor cell 20 cm in length with
two quartz windows 25 mm in diameter and a 5 cm long
cold finger. The cold finger is isolated from the heating ele-
ments such that it remains at room temperature, which is
necessary to avoid pressure broadening of the transition �45�.

We stabilize the reference cavity to molecular iodine us-
ing standard saturated absorption spectroscopy, as depicted
in Fig. 3. The 739.05 nm diode laser produces about
400 mW of output power, 25 mW of which is diverted to the
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FIG. 2. Experimental apparatus for locking the 739.05 nm laser
to an iodine-stabilized cavity. The current of the diode laser is
weakly modulated at 120 MHz via a bias T. Approximately 25 mW
of 739.05 nm light is diverted from the main 400 mW beam to the
iodine setup �Fig. 3�. The error signal generated by the iodine setup
is sent to a proportional-integral-derivative �PID� servo controller,
the output of which is sent to the piezo of the reference cavity. An
additional 120 �W of the main 739.05 nm beam is sent to this
reference cavity. The cavity reflection is measured with a radio-
frequency photodiode �rf-PD�, and the resulting electronic signal is
sent through an amplifier and mixed with a 120 MHz signal to
produce an error signal. The lock is achieved by feeding back to
both the laser grating and diode current with appropriate filter elec-
tronics. In the figure: PBS is a polarizing beamsplitter, � /2 is a half
waveplate, and � /4 is a quarter waveplate.
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iodine setup. This light is sent to a 20 GHz bandwidth fiber
electro-optic modulator �EOM� �46�, and one of the resulting
first-order sidebands is used for iodine spectroscopy. At
739.05 nm, 25 mW of light can be safely sent through the
EOM without photorefractive damage to the crystal. How-
ever, due to coupling and transmission losses, only 6 mW of
this light is transmitted. The modulator receives approxi-
mately 10 dBm of rf power, which transfers about 1/3 of the
power �effectively, �2 mW� into the first-order sideband
used for spectroscopy �47�. A feature of this setup is that the
large bandwidth of the fiber EOM allows the laser to be
scanned over a wide range while remaining locked to a given
iodine absorption line.

In order to determine the best absorptive feature for use as
an absolute frequency reference, we performed spectroscopy
on three iodine reference lines. Absorption lines of molecular
iodine are observed at detunings of approximately 13, 10,
and −5 GHz �48� from the target wavelength of 739.05 nm
�twice the wavelength of the 2S1/2 �F=1�↔ 2P1/2 �F=0� tran-
sition of 171Yb+�. The continuous tuning of the fiber EOM
over nearly 20 GHz enables the spectroscopic measurement
of the hyperfine structure of these absorption lines. For this
measurement, we stabilize the 739.05 nm laser to the fluo-
rescence of a single 174Yb+ ion using a side-of-fringe tech-
nique. We estimate that this results in a stability of better
than 5 MHz over the course of the measurement. As the
intensity of the 935.2 nm light on the ion was far above

saturation ��20� Isat�, small fluctuations in the frequency of
the 935.2 nm laser had a negligible effect on the ion
fluorescence.

With the 739 nm laser locked to a trapped ion, the rf
applied to the fiber EOM was varied in 0.5 MHz steps over
the areas of interest, and the output of the lock-in amplifier
was recorded. Because of the weak nature of the lines being
investigated, each point was integrated for about 1.5 s using
a lock-in time constant of 300 ms to achieve a reasonable
signal-to-noise ratio. We mapped the hyperfine structure of
the three aforementioned absorption lines, with the hyperfine
structure of the line near a detuning of 10 GHz �739.03 nm�
presented in Fig. 4. The doublet feature at a detuning of
approximately 10.3 GHz produces a strong signal, and can
be used to stabilize the reference cavity of Fig. 2.

After the cavity has been stabilized to iodine, a weak
��500 �W� beam at 935.2 nm is sent through a fiber EOM
and then directed ��50 �W� to the cavity. The rf used to
drive this fiber EOM is tuned such that one of the resulting
first-order sidebands is resonant with the cavity. The trans-
mitted light is observed with a photodiode, and the conse-
quent signal sent to a PID controller. In this way, we lock the
935.2 nm laser to the iodine-stabilized cavity using a side-
of-fringe technique.

IV. THE YTTERBIUM QUBIT

The requirements for the physical implementation of
quantum computation include state initialization and state
detection of the quantum bits �qubits�, a set of universal
gates, and long qubit coherence time �49�. We demonstrate
that the 2S1/2 hyperfine levels of 171Yb+ may serve as an
excellent qubit for quantum information processing. By ap-
plying additional laser frequency sources according to the
hyperfine splittings of the relevant energy levels, we are able
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FIG. 3. Setup for locking to molecular iodine via saturated ab-
sorption spectroscopy. About 25 mW of 739.05 nm light is incident
on the fiber-coupled electro-optic modulator �EOM� with 6 mW of
this light transmitted. Approximately 1/3 of the power is transferred
into each of the two first-order sidebands. The beam is then split
into reference, probe, and pump beams by a glass plate. The pump
beam passes through an acousto-optic modulator �AOM� �driven by
a voltage-controlled oscillator �VCO�� which is frequency modu-
lated at 22 kHz, imprinting this modulation on the pump beam. The
pump and probe beams are counter-propagating and focused
through the iodine vapor cell. Ultimately, the probe and reference
beams are incident on a photoreceiver. A lock-in amplifier mixes the
22 kHz signal with the signal from the photoreceiver, and the re-
sulting error signal is sent to the proportional-integral-derivative
�PID� controller that controls the cavity length.

FIG. 4. Hyperfine structure of the iodine absorption line ap-
proximately 10 GHz �48� detuned from half the frequency of the
2S1/2↔ 2P1/2 transition of 171Yb+ �739.05 nm�. Each point is sepa-
rated in frequency by 0.5 MHz, and was integrated for about 1.5 s.
The absolute positions of the features are accurate to within
20 MHz, while the frequency splittings between iodine resonances
are accurate to within 5 MHz.
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to achieve fast, efficient state initialization and state detec-
tion, reliable single-qubit operations, and a qubit coherence
time that far exceeds the duration of these processes.

The relevant energy levels for the 171Yb+ ion are shown in
Fig. 5. The qubit is defined to be the two first-order magnetic
field-insensitive hyperfine levels of the 2S1/2 ground state.
We define the 2S1/2 �F=1,mF=0� state as the logical qubit
state �1�, and the 2S1/2 �F=0,mF=0� state as �0�. Here F is the
total angular momentum of the atom and mF is its projection
along the quantization axis. The qubit states are separated by
a frequency of 12 642 812 118.5+� Hz, where �= �310.8�B2

is the second-order Zeeman shift, and B is the magnetic field
in G �24�.

The 171Yb+ ion is Doppler cooled by light slightly red-
detuned ��10 MHz� of the 2S1/2 �F=1�↔ 2P1/2 �F=0� transi-
tion at 369.53 nm. During cooling, there is approximately
6 �W of 369.53 nm light focused to a waist of �30 �m at
the center of the trap. Off-resonant coupling to the 2P1/2 �F
=1� manifold results in population trapping in �0�. To prevent
this during cooling intervals, the 369.53 nm cooling beam is
passed through a bulk resonant EOM driven at 7.37 GHz, as
shown in Fig. 6. The resulting positive second-order side-
band is resonant with the 2S1/2 �F=0�↔ 2P1/2 �F=1� transi-
tion, which returns the ion to the cooling cycle �50�. Popu-
lation trapping in the 2D3/2 �F=1� manifold is avoided by
application of a laser at 935.2 nm, which rapidly returns the
atom to the cooling cycle via the 3D�3 /2�1/2 �F=0� level
�34�. About 5 mW of 935.2 nm light is sent to the trap, fo-
cused to a spot with waist �200 �m �51�. When the ion is
excited to the 2P1/2 �F=1� manifold, which occurs off-
resonantly during cooling, the ion may decay to 2D3/2 �F
=2�. To depopulate this level, we use a fiber EOM driven
at 3.07 GHz to add a frequency component to the 935.2 nm
light that is resonant with the 2D3/2 �F=2�↔ 3D�3 /2�1/2 �F
=1� transition �see Appendix B�. Finally, the 2F7/2 hyperfine
levels are depopulated by laser light that is switched
between the 2F7/2 �F=3�↔ 1D�5 /2�5/2 �F=2� and 2F7/2 �F
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FIG. 5. The 171Yb+ qubit �not to scale�. The 2S1/2 �F=1,mF

=0� state is defined to be �1�, and the 2S1/2 �F=0,mF=0� state is
defined to be �0�. �a� State initialization to �0� by application of light
resonant with the 2S1/2 �F=1�↔ 2P1/2 �F=1� transition. �b� Detec-
tion of the qubit state. If the qubit state is �1�, the 369.53 nm light
applied for detection is nearly on resonance, and the ion scatters
many photons. If the state is �0�, very few photons are scattered.
Measurements of the hyperfine splitting of the 2S1/2 and 2P1/2 levels
are found in Refs. �24,23�, respectively. Details regarding our mea-
surement of the hyperfine splitting of 2D3/2 and 3D�3 /2�1/2 are
found in Appendix B.
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component to depopulate the 2D3/2 �F=2� manifold during cooling
and optical pumping. The AOMs are used to quickly turn the beams
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diffracted beam is about half a linewidth ��10 MHz� away from
resonance to achieve efficient cooling. The pump/detect beam is
tuned only �3 MHz from resonance to generate more scattering
events, reducing the time needed to distinguish between qubit states
with high fidelity. Microwaves ��waves� at about 12.643 GHz are
sent to the trap for single-qubit manipulation.
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=4�↔ 1D�5 /2�5/2 �F=3� transitions, both near 638.6 nm
�25�. Nearly 2 mW of 638.6 nm light is present at the trap,
focused to �200 �m. The ion resides in a magnetic field of
about 5 G for definition of the quantization axis and to avoid
coherent population trapping �52�.

State initialization is accomplished by optically pumping
the 171Yb+ ion into the �0� state, as shown in Fig. 5�a�. A
beam at 369.53 nm is passed through a bulk resonant
2.1 GHz EOM before reaching the ion. During state initial-
ization, this 2.1 GHz EOM is switched on �53�, generating a
positive first-order sideband resonant with the 2S1/2 �F
=1�↔ 2P1/2 �F=1� transition. From the 2P1/2 �F=1� mani-
fold, the ion has a 1/3 chance of decaying to �0�. Since
2P1/2 �F=1� also decays to 2D3/2 �F=2�, the aforementioned
3.07 GHz sideband in the 935.2 nm light is essential for ef-
ficient state initialization. With approximately 50 �W of
369.53 nm light focused to �30 �m at the trap, the ion is
optically pumped to the �0� state in less than 500 ns with
near perfect efficiency.

Accurate detection of the qubit state is a critical step in
quantum computation and communication protocols. In
171Yb+, state detection is accomplished using standard ion
fluorescence techniques, as illustrated in Fig. 5�b� �2,54,55�.
The 369.53 nm light of the detect beam is tuned to be nearly
on resonance with the 2S1/2 �F=1�↔ 2P1/2 �F=0� transition.
If the ion is prepared in the state �0�, this incident light is
detuned from 2P1/2 �F=1� by 14.7 GHz, and thus the ion
scatters very few photons. Conversely, if the �1� state is pre-
pared, then the impinging light is nearly on resonance, and
many scattered photons are observed �see Fig. 7�a��. The
state of the ion is determined by the number of photons
observed by the PMT during the detection interval. In the
experiments presented here, if more than one photon is ob-
served during detection, the ion is defined to be in the state
�1�; if one or zero photons are detected, the ion is defined to
be in �0�.

The limiting source of error in state detection is off-
resonant coupling to the 2P1/2 �F=1� manifold. A detailed
study of the theoretical detection fidelity limit for different
ion species is presented in Ref. �55�. Given a photon collec-
tion efficiency of 0.001 �one out of every 1000 scattered
photons is collected and detected� in the limit of low inten-
sity of the detect beam, the maximum detection fidelity is
calculated to be 99.51% for 171Yb+ �56�. The majority of the
error is a consequence of off-resonant excitation to the
2P1/2 �F=1� manifold when the ion has been prepared in �1�,
as the hyperfine splitting of the 2P1/2 level is only 2.1 GHz.
Instead, if the initial state is �0�, the incident light is detuned
from the 2P1/2 �F=1� manifold by 14.7 GHz and transitions
to the 2P1/2 �F=0� level are forbidden by selection rules. In-
clusion of decay into the 2D3/2 level in this calculation re-
duces the total number of 369.53 nm photons scattered by
the ion. In addition, off-resonant coupling to the
3D�3 /2�1/2 �F=1� level may occur while depopulating the
2D3/2 �F=1� manifold. However, given the small branching
ratio into 2D3/2, we estimate these additions to the calculation
constitute a negligible change in the theoretical detection fi-
delity ��0.01% �. A far more important issue is the reduced
scattering rate of the 171Yb+ ion due to coherent population

trapping in the 2S1/2 �F=1� manifold �52�. In optimal condi-
tions, the scattering rate of the 2S1/2 �F=1�↔ 2P1/2 �F=0�
transition used for detection is reduced to about 1/3 the natu-
ral rate, while the error rate remains virtually unchanged.
Hence for a photon collection efficiency of 0.001, the theo-
retical detection fidelity is reduced to about 98.55%
�Table I�.

We experimentally optimize state detection with respect
to the intensity and duration of the light applied during the
detect interval. As a result of the small branching ratio into
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FIG. 7. �a� Histograms of detected photons after the ion is pre-
pared in each of the two qubit states. The detection interval is
1000 �s, with 0.8 �W of 369.53 nm light focused to �30 �m.
Black histogram: The ion is initialized to the �0� state. Transitions to
2P1/2 �F=0� are forbidden by selection rules, the incident light is
detuned from 2P1/2 �F=1� by the combined hyperfine splitting of
14.7 GHz, and therefore the atom scatters very few photons. The
histogram is the result of 15 290 measurements. Grey histogram:
The ion is initialized to �0�, and then rotated to �1� by application of
microwaves. During the detection interval, the incident light is on
resonance with the 2S1/2 �F=1�→ 2P1/2 �F=0� transition and the
atom scatters many photons. The histogram is the result of 16 497
measurements. �b� Rabi oscillations between the �0� and �1� states
by application of microwaves at 12.642 821 GHz. The time re-
quired to drive a � pulse is 6.0 �s. Each point is the result of 1000
measurements.
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2D3/2, we observe that the fidelity of state detection has neg-
ligible dependence on the 935.2 nm intensity �above
500 �W, focused to �200 �m�. The 369.53 nm light was
varied over a wide range of intensities and durations. Opti-
mum state detection was realized with 0.8 �W of 369.53 nm
light, focused to a spot of radius �30 �m at the trap, and
incident on the ion for 1000 �s. The resulting histograms for
state preparation in �0� vs �1� are presented in Fig. 7�a�.
Given these parameters, the state detection fidelity is mea-
sured to be 97.9�2�%.

The length of the detection interval is important in this
measurement, as dark counts of the PMT become significant
�measured at �150 per s�. Consequently, the majority of the
“photons” detected in the black histogram of Fig. 7�a� are
probably due to dark counts of the PMT. Amending this tech-
nical issue may increase the measured state detection fidelity
in future experiments.

After the ion is initialized to �0�, we can rotate the state of
the ion between �0� and �1� by applying microwaves resonant
with the 12.643 GHz 2S1/2 hyperfine splitting. To accomplish
this, several watts of microwave power is sent to a truncated
waveguide that is 3 cm in length, located 7 cm from the
center of the trap. The resulting Rabi oscillations between �0�
and �1� demonstrate single-qubit operations on the 171Yb+ ion
�Fig. 7�b��.

Finally, we perform a Ramsey-type experiment to mea-
sure the coherence time of the qubit states. In previous
atomic clock work �24�, a coherence time exceeding 15 min
has been achieved with these same qubit levels. Since the
coherence time of the qubit exceeds the stability of our mi-
crowave oscillator, we are unable to measure the coherence
time of a single ion directly. Instead, we measure the coher-
ence of one ion with respect to a second trapped ion �57�.
The two 171Yb+ ions are stored in two independent �nearly
identical� traps separated by about one meter. A deliberate
disparity in the magnetic field between the positions of the
two ions alters the microwave transition frequency, which is
12.642 821 GHz at one ion position, by about 2.43 kHz be-
tween the two ions. To measure the qubit coherence time,
both ions are first initialized to �0�. We then apply a micro-
wave � /2 pulse to the two ions, wait for a time T /2, apply a
microwave � echo pulse to both ions, wait for another time
T /2+	t, apply a microwave � /2 analyzing pulse to both
ions, and finally detect the state of each ion �see Fig. 8�a��.
The phase of the second microwave � /2 pulse is scrambled
in order to eliminate the effect of the stability of the micro-

wave oscillator. As a consequence, no Ramsey fringe is
present in the signal from a single ion. However, a plot of the
parity �the correlation between the measured states of the
two ions� as a function of the additional delay 	t displays a
Ramsey fringe, as shown in Fig. 8�b�. Lacking entanglement
between the two ions, the amplitude of this fringe cannot
exceed 0.5 �57�. As the delay time T is increased, the ampli-
tude of the Ramsey fringe decreases �Fig. 8�c��. Assuming
gaussian fluctuations of the transition frequencies of the two
ions, we fit the amplitude to a Gaussian decay and obtain a
1 /e coherence time of 2.5�3� s. The measured coherence
time is likely limited by fluctuations of the differential mag-
netic field between the two ion positions through the second-
order Zeeman shift. The coherence time should be signifi-

TABLE I. Theoretical state detection fidelity in 171Yb+ for vari-
ous photon collection efficiencies when the reduced scattering rate
due to coherent dark states is included.

Photon collection efficiency
Theoretical
state detection fidelity

0.001 98.55%

0.003 99.51%

0.01 99.85%

0.03 99.95%

0.1 99.985%
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FIG. 8. Measurement of the coherence time of the 171Yb+ qubit.
�a� The series of microwave pulses used for this measurement. The
two � /2 pulses are separated by a variable time T�+	 t�, to measure
the decay in the amplitude of the Ramsey fringe as a function of
time. �b� Observed Ramsey fringes in the parity of the states of the
two ions for delay times T=0 ms and T=800 ms. �c� Decay in the
amplitude of the observed Ramsey fringe as function of delay time
T. The line is a Gaussian fit to the data, with a 1 /e decay time of
2.5�3� s.
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cantly longer when lower static magnetic fields are used.

V. CONCLUSION

We have realized an experimental setup for quantum in-
formation processing with single trapped Yb+ ions. The rel-
evant lasers are stabilized to an absorption line in molecular
iodine using saturated absorption spectroscopy. The branch-
ing ratio from 2P1/2 to 2D3/2 has been measured to be
0.005 01�15�. In addition, the hyperfine splittings of the 2D3/2
and 3D�3 /2�1/2 levels have been measured to be 0.86�2� and
2.2095�11� GHz, respectively. We have experimentally dem-
onstrated fast, efficient state initialization, state detection fi-
delity of 97.9�2�%, reliable single-qubit operations, and a
qubit coherence time of 2.5�3� s. Overall, the 171Yb+ ion has
been shown to be an excellent qubit candidate for applica-
tions in quantum information and quantum communication.
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APPENDIX A: 2P1Õ2 BRANCHING RATIO

We measure the 2P1/2 branching ratio to the 2D3/2 level by
observing the decay in fluorescence of a single trapped
174Yb+ ion. For this experiment, the 739.05 nm laser is sta-
bilized to an absorption feature in iodine via a reference cav-
ity, as discussed in Sec. III. The 935.2 nm laser is stabilized
to the same cavity, but here is tuned far ��3 GHz� from the
2D3/2↔ 3D�3 /2�1/2 transition. On the way to the ion, the
935.2 nm light is passed through a fiber EOM that produces
a first-order sideband resonant with the 2D3/2↔ 3D�3 /2�1/2
transition of 174Yb+.

The measurement sequence begins with a 100 �s interval
during which the fiber EOM modulating the 935.2 nm light
is on, and both the 935.2 nm light and 369.53 nm light are
incident on the ion. In a subsequent interval of 95 �s, the
fiber EOM modulating the 935.2 nm light is switched off,
thus ceasing depopulation of 2D3/2. During this time, photons
scattered by the ion are collected and sent to the PMT, with
the arrival times of the photons recorded by a time-to-digital
converter. The fluorescence signal has an exponential decay
arising from population trapping in the 2D3/2 state, with func-
tional form exp�−PP1/2


Rt�. Here, 
 is the linewidth of the
2P1/2 state; R is the branching ratio �probability of decay�
into 2D3/2; and PP1/2

is the population of the 2P1/2 state,
which is a function of the power �p� of the 369.53 nm light
at the ion �for a constant beam waist�, given by PP1/2
= �p / psat� / �2�1+ p / psat�� for resonant light. Decay from the
metastable 2D3/2 state is neglected, since the lifetime of this

state �52.7 ms �27�� is orders of magnitude longer than the
measurement time.

Figure 9�a� shows this exponential decay for 29 �W of
incident 369.53 nm light, focused to a waist of �30 �m at
the ion. We repeat the measurement for a variety of
369.53 nm light intensities, with the resulting decay param-
eters b=PP1/2


R shown in Fig. 9�b�. Given the expressions
for b and PP1/2

above, the data is fit to p= �2bpsat� / �
R
−2b� with two fit parameters: psat and 
R. Using 

=1 / �8.07±0.09 ns� �58�, we determine the 2P1/2 branching
ratio to 2D3/2 to be R=0.005 01�15�. This number is consis-
tent with prior theoretical calculations �59� and experimental
measurements �27�. Knowledge of this branching ratio can
be important in determining the theoretical limit on state
detection of an Yb+ qubit, as discussed in Sec. IV.

(b)
Decay parameter

from (a)

(a)

FIG. 9. Data used to determine the branching ratio of the 2P1/2
level. �a� Exponential decay in the fluorescence of a trapped 174Yb+

ion, indicating population trapping in 2D3/2. During this time,
�29 �W of 369.53 nm light was incident on the ion, with the
935.2 nm laser detuned approximately 3 GHz from the
2D3/2↔ 3D�3 /2�1/2 transition. Data collection time was 5 min, and
is analyzed with 16 ns binning. The gray line is an exponential
�plus background� fit to the data. �b� Exponential fit decay param-
eters b=PP1/2


R for a range of 369.53 nm laser intensities. Error
bars are taken to be ±10% the measured 369.53 nm power, to ac-
count for possible intensity drifts of the laser during the measure-
ment. The line is a fit to the function p= �2bpsat� / �
R−2b� with two
fit parameters: psat and 
R.
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APPENDIX B: 171Yb+ 2D3Õ2 AND 3D†3 Õ2‡1Õ2 HYPERFINE
SPLITTINGS

In determining the frequency needed to drive the
2D3/2 �F=2�↔ 3D�3 /2�1/2 �F=1� transition �see Sec. IV�, we
measured the hyperfine splitting of the 2D3/2 and 3D�3 /2�1/2
levels of 171Yb+. To begin, the 935.2 nm laser is tuned far
��3 GHz� from the 2D3/2 �F=1�↔ 3D�3 /2�1/2 �F=0� transi-
tion, stabilized to the reference cavity, and the power is re-
duced to approximately 20 �W at the trap. We then scan the
rf frequency applied to the fiber EOM in the 935.2 nm beam
over a wide range �6 GHz�. During this frequency scan, the
fluorescence of the trapped 171Yb+ ion is monitored using the
PMT. As one of the first-order sidebands generated by the
fiber EOM scans across either the 2D3/2 �F
=1�↔ 3D�3 /2�1/2 �F=0� or the 2D3/2 �F=1�↔ 3D�3 /2�1/2 �F
=1� resonance, many scattered 369.53 nm photons are ob-
served. The hyperfine splitting of the 3D�3 /2�1/2 level is the

frequency difference between these two resonances, and is
measured to be 2.2095�11� GHz.

Next, we stabilize the laser at the 2D3/2 �F
=1�↔ 3D�3 /2�1/2 �F=0� transition. While the ion is being
cooled by the 369.53 nm light, we also apply a train of 2 ps
pulses near 369.53 nm, generated by frequency doubling the
pulses from a mode-locked Ti-sapphire laser �12,22,60�.
These broadband ��250 GHz� pulses couple to both of the
hyperfine levels in 2S1/2. Thus the ion is continuously excited
to the 2P1/2 �F=1� manifold, which eventually decays to
2D3/2 �F=2�, resulting in population trapping in this level.
The first-order sidebands produced by the fiber EOM in the
935.2 nm beam are now scanned until one of the generated
frequency components passes through resonance with the
2D3/2 �F=2�↔ 3D�3 /2�1/2 �F=1� transition, signaled by an
increased fluorescence of the ion. Given the hyperfine split-
ting of the 3D�3 /2�1/2 level stated above, we determine the
hyperfine splitting of the 2D3/2 level to be 0.86�2� GHz.
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